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Contributions 
 They proposed neural language grounding module for

embodied agents that can be trained end to end from scratch

taking raw pixels, unstructured linguistic commands, and

sparse rewards as the inputs.

 Their module significantly outperforms the state of the art.

 They released XWORLD3D, an easy-to-customize 3D

environment that can be modified to evaluate a variety of

embodied agents.
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GFT for Language Grounding

Results

 The scene is randomly initialized.

 The agent perceives images in the first-person view.

 Challenging points

 Partial observability

 Cluttered background

 Simple reasoning (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Illustration of the two environments for evaluating our agent

Table 2: The evaluation results for 10k test sessions.

Figure 3: Success rates (averaged over four random restarts) vs. number of training samples 

(time steps).

Agent Architecture

 In general, it is a two-layer GRU network

with GFT embedded as the core for

perception, and with value and policy

networks for control.

Figure 2: An overview of our agent architecture
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𝑡

: an action history summarizing previous taken actions.

 𝐡𝑎
𝑡

: a visual history summarizing previous visual experience.

 𝐨: an image. 𝐥: a sentence.

 CNN 𝐨 = 𝐂 ∈ ℝ𝐷×𝑁 (𝐷: channels, 𝑁: locations)

 Embedding 𝐥 = 𝐭1, … , 𝐭𝑗 , … , 𝐭𝐽 (𝐭𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝐷 𝐷+1 , 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐽)

 𝐓𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝐷× 𝐷+1 : a transformation matrix.

 The GFT process

𝐂 𝑗 = 𝑔 𝐓𝑗
𝐂 𝑗

𝟏𝑇

 𝐂 0 = 𝐂. 𝟏𝑇 ∈ ℝ𝑁: an all-one vector.

 The grounding result: 𝐂∗ = 𝐂 𝐽 ∈ ℝ𝐷×𝑁

 It would be expected 𝐓𝑗 correctly capture the critical aspects of

command semantics, in order to perform tasks.

Interpretation 1: GFT is a stack of generalized gated networks

 A single value decomposition (SVD) of 𝐓′ (where 𝐓′ = [𝐓 𝐛])

𝐓′ = 𝐔𝚲𝑽𝑇⋯ 1

 Rotate (𝑽𝑇)→ Scale (𝚲)→ Rotate (𝐔) in multiple times

Interpretation 2: GFT performs concept detection over multiple

convolutional steps

 Treat Eq. 1 as a 1 × 1 convolution with 𝐷 filters and a stride of

one.

 GFT performs multi-step concept detection with language-

dependent filters at each step

Tasks

Table 1: The five types of navigation tasks in both environments.

XWORLD2D XWORLD3D

Environment 8 × 8 grid. 5 × 5 grid observable.

4 objects. 16 obstacles.

Camera view.

4 objects. 16 obstacles.

Action [turn_left, turn_right] move_{forward,backward,left,right}

turn_{left,right}) is 45◦ per time step

Rewards Task Success: +1. Task Fail: −1.

The time penalty of each step is −0.01.

Task Success: +1. Task Fail: −1.

The time penalty of each step is −0.01.

Objects 345 different objects 88 different objects

Vocabulary Vocab size: 163

1,187,850 sentences

Length(sentences): [1,15]

Vocab size: 136

709,383 sentences

Length(sentences): [1,15]

Environments


